
“Eugenio makes the most of every opportunity…  bringing the intensity level up and 
down, increasing and decreasing her velocity but always maintaining a 

fundamental sense of melody.” - Phil Freeman

“Jump is an auspicious debut. Most newcomers try to dazzle 
with tone, soloing technique, and deliberately complex compositional chops. 

Conversely, Eugenio offers carefully expressed, seamless solos that shine inside 
diverse, welcoming compositions that showcase her understated 

yet infectious and commanding musicality.” —Thom Jurek ★★★★ 

“As if attuned to the changing of seasons, JUMP ushers in a soundtrack for the 
springtime. The tunes are light on their feet, unleash melodies that dance as if 

carried upon a breeze, and land gently when they hit the ground. With bassist Matt 
Dwonszyk and drummer Jonathan Barber tenor saxophonist Julieta Eugenio offers 
up a promising debut, providing facets of her Argentina roots and her new home in 

New York City.” - Dave Sumner, Bandcamp Daily

“On her debut recording, tenor saxophonist Julieta Eugenio establishes 
an original, relaxed and ruminative approach .. her sound is rich and robust.” 

- Howard Mandel ★★★★

“Embracing a nonchordal trio format, Eugenio sounds relaxed yet 
lively, plugged into tradition yet seemingly up for anything... The young saxophonist 

has gone from Argentinian student to New York pro”  - Morgan Enos

“Eugenio's tenor tone is round and polished as she plays about 
sadness with an ever-present tint of hopeful[ness].” - Dan McClenaghan

“An admirably focused effort that often evokes the calm at the center of a storm. ” 
- Nate Chinen, WBGO Take Five

“Its most fundamental characteristic, which does not contradict its display under 
the heading “Revelation!”, is a deep, essential softness” —François René Simon

“[JUMP] has become her calling card. The interplay is tight, the melodies are haunting, 
the improvisations sound clear, warm and yet adventurous. The open, chordless accompaniment…

give the music a wonderful tension." Nederlands Dagblad —Johan Bakker
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“Its emphasis on composition and sophistication over speed and brawn is 
refreshing and Eugenio’s clear tone and passionate temperament are what make it 

happen.” —Elliot Simon

“Jump is... an ode to finding peace in most trying circumstances.” - Michael Toland

“A mesmerizing, hypnotizing 10-track manifesto of trio brilliance.” - Mike Greenblatt 

“The smoky syntax of Eugenio's music speaks to a rare kind of maturity that is rooted 
in a deeply reflective psyche... A musician who mines her tenor for all the tonal purity 

that it can offer.” - Raul da Gama

“She plays with the poise of someone who has spent years 
on the bandstand... JUMP stands out as one of the most promising 

debut albums I’ve heard in a long time.” —James Hale ★★★★

“JUMP is a debut album with big ambitions. It seeks to combine the atmosphere of very different places, as well 
as blending diverse musical styles and influences – while spreading a profound message of inspiration too.” 

- Matty Bannond
Free Jazz Blog

“[Eugenio] can play with aggressive volubility, but she's as adept at purring warmly on a ballad... 
Eugenio wisely lets the music unfold patiently and grants it space to blossom and breathe.” - Ron Schepper
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